Patosha Jeffery Report
Over 50 players, participated in the 3rd Annual Pre-Season Show Off Camp. There was some
unbelievable talent at this year's camp. The talent level in this event continues to get better each
year. In the near future, this event will be one of the must-attend spots for college coaches
around the country.
Because the event is held in an adjacent 2 court facility and the game schedule is staggered, it
creates an unique advantage for all participating players to be seen by all attending college
coaches.
Class of 2012 Participants

Jalyn Burkett (White Station) 6'1 Center. Agressive shot blocker and runs the floor very well.
LeMetria Dunn (Fairley) 5'5 PG. Super quick feet.. 3 point shooter and distributor.
Logan Hammonds (Arlington) - Has the best of both worlds, Height and Shot. Standing over
6'0 feet tall and with a shooting stroke to die for. She is a versatile player that can take her game
to the paint and knock down some threes behind the arch.
Lorna Hudson (Peabody) 5'10 Shooting guard can play inside or out because of height and
guard one-on-one on perimeter
Rachel Hughes (Bartlett) 6'0 Aggressive Post.. Can run the floor, defend and score..
Brandi Jefferson (Kirby) - 5'7 Hard working guard. Has a nice stroke and can handle the
basketball.
Bethany Lyle (MHEA) 5'10 sharp shooting guard. Deadly behind the 3 point line
Leah Lyles (MHEA) 5'8 Shooting Guard
Briana Neal (Overton) 5'11 forward. Energetic forward that does not mind doing the little
things. Rebound and stick backs, set screens and roll, knows how to initiate transition after a
rebound by dribbling or advancing the ball. Short jumper range..
Samantha Reeves (Fayette Academy) - The first thing I noticed is her size. She stands over 6'1
feet tall and she has a thick body frame--and she knows how to use it to cause problems on
defense and to create space and post up on offense. She is not limited in the post. She is capable
of spotting up for the 3.
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Jasmine Stafford (Overton) Extremely smart Combo Guard and quick off the dribble.
Chelsea Vaughn (Melrose) 5'7 Guard. Aggressive, energetic hustler.
Arkela Jones--Ware (Fairley) 5'5 Aggressive combo guard. Loves to shoot the three, can also
get into the paint and operate as a distributor
Kyra Williams (Long Beach (MS))5'6 Very aggressive combo guard
Aaliyah Whiteside (Central) A high major prospect and plays like one. Already committed to
Georgia Tech. Close to 6'0 with long arms and a smooth lefty stroke. Has height and handles and
can post up.

